In vitro speed of sound measurement at intact human femur specimens.
Quantitative ultrasound has been recognized as a useful tool for fracture risk prediction. Current measurement techniques are limited to peripheral skeletal sites. Our objective was to demonstrate the in vitro feasibility of ultrasonic velocity measurements on human proximal femur and to investigate the relationship between velocity and bone mineral density (BMD). Sound velocity images were computed from 2-D scans performed on 38 excised human femurs in transmission at 0.5 MHz. Different regions-of-interest were investigated. Dual x-ray absorptiometry scans have been achieved for BMD measurements in site-matched regions. Our study demonstrates the feasibility of ultrasonic velocity measurements at the hip with reasonable precision (coefficient of variation of 0.3%). The best prediction of BMD was reached in the intertrochanter region (r(2) = 0.91, p < 10(-4)), with a residual error of 0.06 g/cm(2) (10%). Because BMD measured at the femur is the best predictor of hip fracture risk, the highly significant correlation and small residual error found in this study suggest that speed of sound measurement at the femur might be a good candidate for hip fracture risk prediction.